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A TUTORING AND STUDENT MODELIING FIAR4DItM
4 FOR GAMING ENVIRONMENTS'

Richard R. Burton and John Seely Brown
Bolt Beranek and Newman 4

Cambr"idge, Massachusetts

Abstract

This paper describes a paradigm for- tutorial systems': capable'', of
automatically providing feedback and hints in a game environment. The paradigm
is illustrated by a tutoring systdITI for trje PLATO game* "HoW the West. Was Won".
The system uses a cotputer-based "Expert" player 'to evaluate a student's moves
and construct a "differential model" of the student's behavior with respect to
the ExPert's. The essential a.4)ects of th'e student's behavior are analyzed with
respect to a se.t of "issiosP, which are- addressed to' the basis conceptual
constraints that might prevent the students full 'iitilization of the
environment.. Issues are viewed as procedural specialists that "wake-up" or
become active when an instance of an issue manifests itself in a move. These
issue specialists help the Tutor Llolate what to comment on.- The intent of the
system is to transform a "fun" game into a productive'learnint environment
without altering the student's enjoyment.

TABLE OF CONTENTS' 1- use of such "unstructured gaming
environments" is the amount of teacher

--. II. INTRODUCTION , ,
. attention that is oftev-required tp keep

Tutdrihg by Issue and Example the student from Sormin rossly incorrect
- ' eGenerallParadigm) models of the underlying cture of the

' garke and to -identify interesting
'IL AOEXAMPLE SYSTEM shortcomings of particular strategies. In

ttscription of "How the West Was , brief, fora gaming ,environment to be fully
Won" 'utilizes' as a learning instrumett the

,Why Tutor at All? . environment must be augmented by tutorial
Protocol guidance which points out weaknesses in the- .

student's ideas or suggests ideas when the
, III. TECHNICAL DETAILS student appears to have none. This paper

The Issues presentd: a paradigm for designing computer
t,- The Expert. ., , systems capable of providing this :kind of

The Model . tutorial guidance and describes an example
The Modeller- of one such system built around a drill and

An issue Rccognizer practice game.in arithmetic. .

The Tutor
. i

i
An Issue Evaluator . B6fore de cribing our balic paradigm

for construCtrffg tutoring systems, we want
IV, DISCI*ION 'to stress the difference between the notion

ExperimehtaViedults of tutorial behavior as uspd'here and that
. Extensions ,. which has previously been proposed. In
. Conclu+ions , elassica 1CAI, the tutoring behavior is

. . locally controlled by predetermine?
brahching point'S in ani, instructional

I. -INAONCTION ', sequence. The instrUotional sequence is
, restricted to the extent that' each

An exciting and relatively unexplored branching point is testing for the

...
use of computers in educati)nN involves understanding qf a small number of

'coupling an adaptive tutor (-or commentator) concepts. The afthor of the stsquence is
to an eduCattpnalgams. Games provide an then able to predict which misconceptions
enticing problem solving eritironment which lead )o what responses and branch to the
the student 'can explore a't 'Will', creating proper remedial sequences.- In nthee gaming
his on ideas of its underlying structure environment, tile course of the game is.
and Synthesizing strategies Which reflect determined' largely by the student. The
hie understanding of tnin structure. Games' tutoring module is given freeoM to
also have the _potential for motivating interrupt ,the student at any tf?ne and make
drill- and : practice by providing suggestions or correct misconceptions, but
environments in whicia students actuqlly it cannot take control. of the game away
enjoy repetition. However, in both cases,

,

a major stumbling, block to the erZipctive

,
' To appear in "Proceedings for tne Symposium on Computer Science

.) and Education" Anaheim,Calif . , Feb. 1976.3



from the student. That is, the tutoring
modul haS.no specified branching,points or,
any other explicit (as opposed to implicit)
means for directing the game , into

particular situations. Hence a ma,lor,
challenge in creating this kind of tutor'is
to enable itr.to use its knowledge of the
-domain.togeteler with a synthesized model of
the student's pas.t behavior to decide what
to say.an'd when to say it. The'tutor must
be perceptive- enough to make relevaht
comments but at the same time it must not
be so intrusive "as to destroy the fun
inherent in the game.

The viability Of this app ch -depends .
critically on techniques for tomatically
inducing a "model" of the. student which
accurately represents his reasoning
strategies and current O.ate of knowledge.
If the computer-based tutor is to deviate
from (or not to use at all) a predetermined
inst,ructional sequence, its new course of
action must be based not only on its
reasoning c2oabilit*ts' but also on the
details, Q.f a students observed strengths
and weaknesses and any shortcomings
manifested in his current "move."

44'

Tutorisw, by Issue and Example a General
Paradigm

The paradigm, of "issues and .examples"
--was developed to focus the tutoring system
on relevant pohtions of the students
behavior. Thy important app.ects (skills or
concepts) of the domain (i.e./ what the
student is expedted to know or learn) are
identified as a collection of "issu '

TheNwilpsues. determine what, pacts o the
studeKt''s behavior are monitored by the
tutor. Each issue is acivated by patterns
which watch .tne student's behavior 'tor

evidence that the student use or does not/
use their particular concept or skill. As
the student prays, a model of how he is
performing, with respect'to each issue,' is

constructed°. When hp.makes a"bad" move, a (10
tutorial prorrvuses the model to .clecde 4

why the student did not make a better-,move, PLDDELLER

that is, which if,sue'ne missed. Once an
issue has jbce'n deCettnined, the tutor can .nmn
prsent an explanation of that issue
together with a better move' whicn
illustrates-the issue. In this way,' the
student- can see 'the usefulness of. the
"issue" at a time when he wi 1 be most'
receptive to the idea presented --
immediately after he-has thought about the
problem.

Figure 1 is a diagram of the
modelling/tutorial process Niderlying the
paradigm. Figure la prevents he process
of constructing of a model of to Students
behavior., Tho modol- is a summary of - the
student's performance While solving. a

ri'es of probleils (in this case, moves in
ame). Each -time the student makesa

.
MOire, he exhibits a cjrtain behavior., The

important aspects of this behavior (the'
issues) are abstracted by the pattern
matching component of each issue (called

the "recognizes "). s This 'abstracting is

also done with respect to the behavior of a
computer-based "Expert" in the sane
environment by theisamerecoznizers. The
two abgtractions are compared to provide a

differential model of the student's
behavior,'which indicates those issues on
which the student is weak. Notice that
without the Expert it is not possible to`
determine whether the student' is weak in
some area or whether. the need for that

skill has arisen infreguentLy in the
student is experience.

Figure 1. Diagram of the Modelling/
Tutorial Process
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Figurelb presents the tutoring
process. When the student makes a less
than ,optimal -move (aA determl'ned by

comparing his. move w 'lth those of the
Expert), the Tutor " uses the model
evaluation component of each issue (called
-the "evaluator") to scan the student mode).

and to create/a list of issues on which the.
student- is weak. From the Expert's list of

'better moves, the tutor uses the "issue"
,.recognizers tp determine which issues are

illustrated by better moves., From these
two lists (therweak"issues andthe better
Move issues),. the utior selects an issue
and,a good move which dliustrats it The
selected issue and example are then passed
to the outult gene'rators which produce the

. feedbAk to the student. ,

We Would like to stress two points in
the above. process. -One 'is the necessity of
the Expert and the other is-the importance
of idletifying the critical, issues. _The
Expert provides a omeasurt for evatlu ting
the .studenCs behavior in novel situation?'
without 1,74actl it would be necessary to
severely restrict the game situations whicO

re4.4.-'Ik.

could bettito The issues define th?se
'conceptual comport \ 'ts of thee environment
which the student is expected to learn and
thow provide the I- tutor a handle.' to
structure and direct the exploration of the
environment by the student.

II. AN EXAMPLE SYSTEW
sr

In order-to explore the ramifications
and effectiveness 'of the' issue an
examplqi" paradigm, we chose a domain in
which we could easily construct an expert

oo

,program that the tutor could call ion for.
evaluating the student's behavidr. The

_domain of knowledge chosen was the PLATO
game "How'the West Was Won."*

peebristion of "How the4 West Wds Won

"How the West Was Won".(herea,fter
called West) is aigame for two players' (the-
computer usually being one).- It is played
oo a game board like that in Figure 2., The
object of thegame is to get to the last
town' on the map (position 70). On each
turrOa player gets three 'spinners (random
numbers). Hechn combine the valyes of the
spinners using any two (diffe7ent)
arithmetic operators (+, 7,u* or /).; The
value of the arithhetic expression hema.kes
is- the dumber 115? spaces 4.1e eets to\move.
(11e must also say what the dnswer is.) If
he Makes a 'negative number, he moves
backwards.

Along'; the way, there are 's'h.ortcu'ts ( and
towns. 'If a player lands on,a'rshortcut he.

*-K ,*ThiS gamelwas written by Bonnie Ander on',.
for:, the PLATO Elementary Mathematics
Project%

advances.ito the other end (e.g. from 5 to
13 in Figure 2). If fie *ids on a town, he
goes on to thnext town.. When a"player
lands on the same place as his qpponent,
unless it is a town, is opponent* ,must
retreat back tWo towns. To win,'a player 1

must be the first pne to rand, ex ctly on
the last town. Both players get the,same
number of turns, softies are possi le.

4 V

Figure 2. Game board for fiQW the West ,1,a ,

Wori (from PLATO)" ,-".,., ,
.
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hy. Tutor Al 1

A central as tion of the Wes.t\

tutoring system is that good t4oring can
point out Structure,ih an environment Which
might have otherwise beeh missed and .by so
doing callow the student, to enrich his

understanding of (and skills in) the
environment. In Plato West, an untutored
(unwatched) student tends to become fixed

.on a subset of the available moves and
hence hisses the potential richness of the
game. For example, a student may adopt the
strategy. of adding the first two spinners
and. multiplyin'g the result by the

spinnerspinner, (i+B")*C. Since the third sphner
tends Co be the largest, this strategy is

close to the strategy of multiplying the
largest number by the sum ae the other ,two
numbers '(which produces the largest
possible- number). *IA' this strategy is

augmented by a rule that prevents moving
Off the board (a. simple end game strategy)
it ,generates a respectable game. 'Notice,
however, that much is missed. The student
is unaware of the special moves su h as
bumps and therefore of sOch questions aL,

"I's it getter to send ffy opponent back 14
or get 9 ahead of him?",In fact, since thi's

,kind of student strategy lets him consider
only One move, he misses the whole notion'

. Of strategies for deciding between
alternat4ye. moves. From an arithrfetic
drill /and practice 'point of view, Ile- is

'performing one calculation per move instead
of dozens o;' mental calculations which he
would have ko perform to answer 'questions
such as, "What numbers can I form with
these spinners?" or "Can I make an, 8 with
theA spiners1" By interjecting comlients
and suggesting' ter moves to the student
from time to time (though not too often),
the tutor tries to.widen the students view
of the game, hence drastically improving
the drill.and practice ipaspect by gettint
him to compute many more expressions per
move.*

u.

*Much of, our original motivation for
b tho West tutoring- system stemmed
f om the. doctoral thesis- of Cecily Resnick

753 which describes some preliminary
. experiments questioning the effeet-iveness,

' of this game as a learning or drill and
. practite environmut, Rcsolck found that
although students become inl!IhnSely involved
in The game they usualfitdeveloped a

limited strategy and wod the game'
Tar hours using their strategy regardless
of how *many games they ,won. or- lost.
Furthermete, the stratkgies they would lock.
onto often required no search and hence

-only one arithmetic expression per move- was
beip evaLvated.

4

Protocol, .

Before discussing' , the modelling/
,utoring process in, greater ietail, we

resent a protocol of an actual student

playin'h bur West. The tutoring cbmponent
of the systemTused for the protocOl was
acqelerated to generate more feedback than
normal. The n6rtally paced tutor seldom
hassles the student two moves in arow. In

'the protocol,. all lines typed by the

student begin with "=> ". Annotations
indented.

4

WELCOM TO "HOW THE 4cST WAS WON".
WHAT. I YOUR NAME?
=> BO
DO YOU PA I' TO'-GO FIST?
=> YES 1111 ;

46

...IT'S YOUR TURN...SPINVERS ARE: 1 2 2 C

WHAT ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION DID"YOU FORM?
=> 1*2+2
WHAT NUMBER DOES THAT GIVE .YOU?
=>.4

The numbers that could have been'thlde
were:

-2 2 -1.-3 5 3 0 4 6 1

"best" move is (2*2)+1.
delta-ways: 13-1, 10-8, 6-1, 4-5, 3-2,
2-3, 1-3

Move ranks 11 which is FAIR

The indented information above.is
generated by the EXPERT module on each
turn. .This information is not seen by

. the student but is used by. the TUTOR,
, MODEL EVALUATOR and'ST.UDENT MODELLER.
modules. It is included here to
indicate the esmblexity of informttion
that is used-Sy the system to follow the
-student's benavion, The first line
Alves. the range' of numbers that'coult
legally be made using the_Spinners. Tne
second line gives the "best" move
'according to the-metric of maximizing
the diffe!ence between you and your
opponent. (These twd pieces of
information are available to the student
through. the "hint".key if he wants it.
The tnird line (beginning "delta-ways")
represents-the legol Mov Ace, The
first number in eactpai As the
number of spaces ahead t seudent would
be *delta).The second number is
the ,numb of diTferent arithmetic
patterns w inh could have taken used to ,

achieve th'a lead.! In this case'there
is one move hich would.have put Bob 13
ahead (making 5 and taking the
shortcut), ei,ht fioveS which would ha-.e
put him 10 ahead (making 0 and gettir.-
advanced to the next town), one that
would put him 60/fad, etc. Hit move .4
ahead), ranked 11ibeca40e there were 10
better ones. Ewer the rest of,the
protocol only tp Rank Of tAe.studeht's
move will be shOwn.

\,



BOB IS AT 4 -- TR COMPUTER ISii 0'

fT'S*41,TURN.. SPINNERS ARE! 1 2 3
Mi EXPRESSION IS:.(1*2)+3

. WHLCB GIVES ME 5
I TOOK A SHORTCUT
THE COMPUTER IS AT 13 BOB IS AT 4

IT'A YOU JURN,. SPINNERS ARE: 2 j.,2,
WHAT ARIIHMETICEXPRESSION DID MI FORM?
.=5 2'1+2
OKT NUMBER DOES THATVVE YOU?*

' > t

-Bob makes another ldss-than-optdmal mave
but two moves is too ,early to start
tutoring.

Move ranks 9 which is FAIR

BOB IS AT 8 -- THE COMPU.TER 'IS AT 13

IT } S M,Y RN.. SPINNERS ARE": 1 2 1

MY EXPRETSION IS: (1+1)*2
'WHICH GIVES -ME 4
THE COMPUTER IS AT17 -- BOB IS AT 8,

IT'S YOR TURN.: SPINNER S IRE! 1 1 5

WHAT ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION DID 100U FORM?
-=> 1*1+5
WHAT NUMBER DOES THAT GIVE YOU?
> 6

' Move ranks 3'which is GOOD
The ISSUES are: PATTERN ARENS
STRATEGY'

These are the 6utorable issues which
'hive been determined by considering the
student modeltqcbther with the moves
which are better. Bob's first three
motes have all had the same pattern;
atb +c which does not require

a rent pattern which does require
whereas the best move uses

diffrent
_Parentheses so the issues 'of PATTERN and
PARENS are noticed. The issue of
PATfERN .was chosen ,because it is mOre.

specif4c than PARENS. That is, PATTERN
appear of'PARENS on a printing
list. 'The-STRATEGY issue in4idates that
there is no coherent strategy arising.
for the ,series of moves made by the
student, as 1011 be,disbussed later,

IT'S BEGINNING TO SEEM LIKE YOU STICK TO
THE SAME OLD. STANDARD PATTERN IN YOU MOVE.
THE REAL,Y EXPERT PLAYERS TR/ A WHOLE BUNCH
OF POSSIBILITIES. AN EXAMPLE OF A GOOD
EXPRESSION WOULD BE:' (1+1)*5, WHICH LS A
PRETTY GOOD MOVE. SO YOU CUED HAVE BEEN
AT 18 'WITH ME FINISHING UP THE TURN AT 17.

Aftpr the presentation of a better move,
the student may be allowed to, retake his,
turn. This usually-makes the, student
more receptive to the advice. In this
case Bob decides not to put himself. In
front of his opponent.

of`
p

WOULD YOU LIKE TO TAKE YOUR TURN OVER?
=> NO
BLOB IS AT 14 -- THE COMPUTER I$ ,AT 17

IT'S MY TURN.. SPINNERS ARE: 3 3 2
,MY'EXPRESSION IS (3+2)*,3
WHICH GIVES ME 15
THE COMPUTER IS AT 32 -- Bop IS AT 14

IT'S YOUR TURN SPINNERS ARE: 3 4 5
WHAT ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION-DID YOU FORM?

a+4*5
'WHAT NUMBER DOES THAT GIVE YOU?
=> 23\

,1

Move ranks 7 which isFAIR
The ISSUES are: ?ARENS ORDER STRATEGY

' In,t.tlis case' the tutor picks on the
issue of parentheses use. ORDER (using,
the spin-her+ in a particular order) was
not an .issue. last. turn because.none of
the better moves retuired' changing the
ordey. (In a- less condensed session,
the tutor would not comment on two moves
in a row.)

I NOTICE THAT YOU DON'T. USE PARENTHESES
'VERY OFTEN. I THIU YOU COULD WIN MORE
OFTEN IF YOU TRIED USING PARENTHESES. FOR
EXAMPLE, YOU CO A' HAVE M*DE THE
EXPRESSION: (3+4)*5, WHICH IS ALRIGHT FOR
AN AMATEUR! SOpYOU COULD HAVE BEEN AT 49
AND I WOULOP ONLY HAVE BEEN. AT 32.

WOULD YOU LIKE TO TAKE YOUR TURN OVER?
r,.> YES

In this case Bob retakes,his turn. The
players are put in their original
position and the spinners are the same.
Retaking a turn allows the student to zo
through,the. mok ions of the suggested
move for himself and makes it easier to
reinember

,BOB IS AT 14 -- THE COMPUTER IS AT 32
IT'S TOUR TURN.. SPINNERS ARE: 3 4'5
WHAT ARITHMETIC CXPRESSION DID YOU FORM?

(3+4)*5
WHAT NUMBER DOES THAT GIVE YOS?
=> 35
BOB IS AT 49 -- THE COMPUTERIS AT 32

IT'S MY'TURN.. SPINNERS ARE!2 2 1/
MY EXPRESSION IS: 2*(1=2)
WHICH GIVES ti1, -2
r LANDEll IN A TOWN."
THE.COMPUTEL-IS-AT 40 -- BO: IS AT. 49.,

IT'S YOUR TURN., SPINNERS RE: 1 2 3

WHAT ARITHMETIC EP-RESSIO4 DID KOU'FORM?
=> 2+1*3
WHAT'NUMBER DO THAT G VE YOU?
=> 5

Move rank 13 whdc is P00.11 ,

The ISSU S are: D IDE MINUS STRATEGY



Up to this point the only operations Bob
has used are addition a,nd

multiplication, .so. division agd
subtraction become issues because there
are better moles whith use them.

YOU SHOULDN'T FORGET THAT IT'S ALRIGHT TO
DIVIDE, SO LONG AS THE ANSWER COMES OUT
EVENLY. ESPECIALLY WHEN THERE IS AGOOD
MOVE NOT TOO FAR AWAY, YOU SHOULD CONSIDER
DIVISION AS A WAY TO MAKE THE RIGHT NUMBER.
THIS EXPRESSION IS A TYPICAL EXAMPLE:
(1+2)/3, WHICH WOULD HAVE RESULTED IN A .

TOWN! THEN YOU WOULD HAVE BEN AT'60'WHILE
WOULD HAVE ENDED-UP AT 40.

BOB IS AT 54 -- THE COMPUTER IS AT 46

IT'S MY TURN.. SPINNERS ARE: 2 4 2
MY EXPRESSION IS:..2+(4/2)
WHICH GIVES ME 4
I TOOK A SHORTCUT
I BURPED YOU .

THE COMPUTER IS AT 54 -- BOB .IS AT .40

IT'S YOUR TUR;.. SPINNERS ARE: 1 2 2'
WHAT ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION DID YOU FORM?
'=> 1+2*2
WHAT NUMBER DOES THAT GIVE YOU?
=> 5

Move ranks 11 which is POOR
The ISSUES are: BUMP SHORTCUT ORDER
STRATEGY

YOU DONT SEEM TO BE BUTTING VERY MUCH.
BUMPS ARE HARD TO GET BUT ARE USUALLY A
GOOD IDEA. ONE GOOD EnMPLE WOULD BE THE
EXPRESSION: (1*2)+2, WHICH WOULD GI 4E YOU A
SHORTCbT AND A BUMP!! SO YOU COULD FIAVE
BEENOT 54 WHILE I WOULD HAVE ENEDED'UP AT
40.

'BOB IS AT 45 -- THE COMPUTER IS AT 54

ITS MY TURN.. SPINNERS. AlE: 1, 2 1

MY EXPRESSION'lS: (!+!)*2
WHICH GIVES' ME 4
THE COMPUTER IS AT 58 -- BOB ISAT145

IT'S YOUR TURN.. SPINNERS ARE: 2 0 7
WHAT ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION DID YOU FORM?'
r.> 2*0+7
WHAT NUMBER DOES THAT, GIVE YOU?
:> 14

The WEST system also contain- a simple_
arithmetic' expression :nostician
whicp looks or mixed up pre

MULTIPLICATION S DONE BEFORE4ADDITION SO
2,047

'YOU
EQUA TO (2*0)+'7 NOT 2*(0+7).

WOULD YOU LIKE TO CHANT YOUR EXPRESSION?
:> YES

SPINNERS ARE: 2 0 7
WHAT. ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION DID YOU FORM?
:> 0+2*7
WHAT NUMBER MI6 THAT GIVE YOU?
e> 14

S

tl

'Mow ranks 3 which is GOOD
DOB Is AY" 59 -- THE COMPUTER IS AT 58

IT'S MY TORN SPINNERS ARE: 3 1 3
MY EXPRESSION IS: (1 +3 "-3"
WHICH GIVES ME 12
THE COMPUTER IS AT 70 -- BOB IS AT 59
I WIC

114E COMPUTER HAS WON. 382, LOST .26 AND TIED
98 t

BOB HAS WON 0, LOST 1 AND. TILED 0

THkNKS FOR PLAYING.

'

III. TECHNICAL'DETAILS

The overall operatioh of the
modelling/tutoring system can be briefly
restated as follows. Through,the course'of
the game:. the student/ 5/ behavior. is
compared with that of ''the Expert with
respe'ct to a' collection of issues. From
theise comparisons, a model of the student's
per4formance built by the Modeller. When
the student makes a les's-thah-optimal move,
the Tutor uses the model together with the
performance of the Expert to determine an
issue in which the student is weak and
which would Ove'resulted in'a better move.°
The Tutor then explains the 1.-sue to the
,student using the better move which
illustrates it as 10 example. In Ois
section, we shall desalibe the issues,f,the
Expert, the maidel, the Modeller and the
Tutor' which were used to generate the
tutorial behavior- manifested in the
protocol. 4

Thb Ilsues

The issues define those aspects of the
environment which are abstracted'into toe
model and monitored by the tutoring module.
They provided the organizing concepts which
coordinate the activities of the modeller
and the tutor. The issues Currently
addressed are:

Issue Comment

ORDER of spinners the spinners don't have'
' to be , used in any

`1, .particular' Order.

ENtheses

BACKWARDS

the use of parentheses
is allowed and is
frequently valuable,

if the result of an
expression is negative
the player moves.

it backwards which can
sometimes .lead 'to a
special move.

trying for TOWNs,
SHORTCUTs is parFof'a

special moves

=3F



good strategy.

MINUS

. .11 .

DIVIDE ;

PATTERN

STEATEGY

Modeller an' the Tutor.

subtraction is legal and The,Mode ,

)

1 -. . .The studelt model is a^ 'cord of the
often useful.-

,

6

division is legal and .student's Rost performance which provides
sometimes useful. . the Tutor with inf matiOn which is usefui

I in determining at tO say. The model
the 'operations can be onsists of a'.cuMu ative stuct.ural'history
used- in any order', 'i.g. f how the, ,student has performed on the
more than a small number d'saues relativN toathe performance of the

. of move patt6rns shbuid 7 Expert. The structural model which was
be used., built by the fWest system during the

protocol is given in Figure 3 and
a strategy for looking illustrates Its variousjcomponents.
for moves .sheild be -

.

. ,

A used and alternative Ih addition ' to the cumulative
moves should be . structural model, thesystem alsoRaintains
Considered. a history :list which- has 'a complete

'Each issue is defined byithrge subroutines
(called proceOural pilbeialists): (1) a
Recognizer which determines whether a move
exhibits the issue; (2) an Evaluator which
looks at a student model and determines
whether the student is weak in tle issue;
and (3) a Speakers which' generate;
explanatory English about the issue.' The
Recognizers are used by the Modeller Co

' temporal- record of the student p session
This includes for each mode, thIpicpinners,
the expression enteredby tote ent, the
results 'of the move ,s(bumps, `towns,, etc.).
amd the final position. The informalidon
provided by' the history list is needed; for ,

example, to check the recent moves made by
the student.

The Modeller
update 'the model
Tutor to determi%
moves which the
which exhibit tee,
are used by the

on each turn and by. the
there are better

dent could have maiif
ssue. The EvaluatOrs
tutor to evg uate the

student model in order to ,provide 'set of
possible student weaknesses. Sp ers hre
used by the Tutor to explain the sue to
the student, (e,g. "I f notice tat-you
seldom move backtjards"). The intent .and

operation of each of these specialists will
' be described further within the framework

off' the overall system. .

The Expert

Tho "Expert" module generates and
evaluates the set of moves possible in a
given situation. For West, the number 'of
possible.exprfssions (varues)"for each turn
is small enough that the Expert can
generate all of them. Each of the
different values is then simulated to*.fird
the rending positioneof both the pl4yer and
his opponent (remember that a player's move
Can "bump" his opponent). In the
evaluation strategy used by the Expert, the
"goodness" of a ,move is the difference
between thejplayer s findl position arks his
opponent's final position (called the
"delta"). The Expert determines the lint
of legal moves (ordered from largest to
smallest delta). When it is the c ter s 6
turn, the Expert need only dete ine the
optimal move. When it is the student .s
turn, the Expert generates the entire- move

Ptpace. This allows the student's move to ,

.1 be 'judged relative to the other possible,
moves that he could have made. AS we shall
see, the, move. space is used by both the

-t

The task of the MOdeller is to 't

construct and maintain the structural
model. Using the list of legal moves .

generated by the Expertthe Modeller first
determines an overall "quality" of the .

student's move. The/quality of the:move is
a rough _classification of the move (as
BEST, GOOD, FAIR or POOR) depending on how
many better motes could htve been. made.* ,
Each bf 'the issue Recognizers is then
invoked to update a partic lar portion of
the model. Each Recognize ses the set of
better moves to judge the 'student's move
with respect to its, particular issue.

An Issue Recognizer 1*

SiAe the major part of the Modellei-'s'
work is done by the individual Recognizips
for each issue, we will deserine in detail
Xge operation of one such Recognizer, thd
Pattern Recognizer.** this example will
provide a_ good overall). view of the tas'ks4
and techniques for the Other Recognizers. 4

The Pattern Recoemizer is concerned
w4th the formof the expressio- vderlying
a particular,move. A move is:,,classilie
into one of 16 pospible patterns according
to the operations used_ in the expression,
and the order in which theytar performe'd,.

*"Better" is with respect to t e Expert's-
evaluation prose re (strategyhiqh is to
maximize delta. Bee below for 4-Aiscussion
of the possibility of varying strategies.
**Ste Brown et al 41975] for a complete
description of the Recognizers.
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PATTERN BEST GOOD FAIR

(A+11) -C - 0 0 0

(A*B)/C 46 0 0 0

(.A+B) *Cr 0 0 0
(A*0) +p 0 2 3'

(A+B ) iC 0 0 0

(A B) /C 0 0
t

0

A- (B+C) 0 ,0 0

A/ (B+C) . i 0 - 0 ' tlyi

A-(B*C) / 0 0 0

\t' A+ (rye) 0 . 0 0

', A*(B-C) 9 0' 0

\,,

A- (B/C) ,

(A-B) /C
0

0

0

0

0

06

)V(B-C)
,

0 0 0

( A/B)-C 0 0 0

,'

TOTALS: 0 2 3

RANK: 1 3 9 .41 13
'NUMBER: p 2 1 2 1

POOR MISSED/BEST

.0 3

0 . '3

0 ,di 3

2 1' 2

0 2

0# 1

0 - .14
0 - 2

0 1

0 1

0 1

0 , 1

, 0 2

0 _ 2

0 ,

.2

1

ODDER INFORMATION': ORIG REV LMS Sill, OTHER

GOOD: 1 0 0

POOR: 1 4 0 0
1 , q

0

banrci'ION INFORMATION: FO RWARD BACKWARE,

. GOOD :t 2 0
I

POOR: 5 . 0
WAS/BEST: 2 0

IVRtNTHESES: NECESSARY 0 °Turn 0 NONE 7

NpPECIAL M9IES: TOWN BUMP SHORTCUT

.TOOK: 0 0 0
WAS/BEST:., 2 2 3

Figure 3( Snapshot of a student moddl'

. A

The pattern section profiles the student's
use and non-use of each ,of the 16 possible

.,move patterns. The ,rows indicateithe number(
bf tikes the pattern was used for move e of'
each quality The MISSRWBEST colionn indicate:
the number of times the pattern occurred aso,:
of the optimal moves.,

.1

.

The totals provide an overall view of the
strength of the player.

The ranking sectioA gives the distribution
of how the 4tudent's moves compared to an-
expert's. The, RANK of a move indicat'es how ma
better moves there were. The NUMBER gives how
many times that.RANK;pccurred.

I
The order section profiles the order in which
the spinners were used in the student's move,
The ordks which are consCered are: ORIG,
same as presented on the spinners; REV,
reverJe of spinners; LMS, decreasing order ty

S /IL, inireasing-order by size; a
OTHER, non of the above. The sub-field
indicate t1Te numlier.of times the ordei, was
used when the quality of the move was 0000
(BEST or won-41 pattern section) and POOR
'(FAIR or MDR in Pattern section),

f.
The Direction section records the number of
times the student's expression resulted
in an initial move FORWARD (and BACKWARD)'
when the quality of the move was GOOD.(or
POOR). The WAS/BEST field indicates the
directions of the'optimat moves. -

The parenthesLs sectfon profiles the student'
use of parentheses I i noting the 'number of
NECESSARY uses of parenthes-es as in (A+B) *C,

-1.4ftsw the number of OTHER .uses If parentheses and
-e number of times no parentheses were used.

STRATEGIES:
SPECIAL MAXDELTA MAXNUMB ENDGAME OTHER"

0 , 0 1 0 6

1,0

The Special moves%section maintains for each
of the speciat.iimoveb,.TOWNs, BWIPs, and
SHORTCUTs, how many times he stUdant,use
that type of move (TOOK) and illbw munq times
the optimal move red it (WAS/BEST).

The Strategy section keeps trackof possible
strategies the student may be using. The
strategies are:5PECIAL, land me on a specia
move; MAXDFLTA, maximize the difference
between your position and your pnponent's;
MAXIIUMB, make the'llargest number; and END,OAME

' land on 70..The counters indicate the nunher
of student moves which were-optimal under the
corresponding strategy. OT4ER keeps account p
the mines which were not optimal under any of
these strategies. ,



The model contains, for each pattern, .the
number of times tht pattern was useq,
subclassified by. the quality of- the. move.
"The Pattern section of the model provides a
-profile of the student s use , of, each
4attern' and identifie's overused patterns
e.g. those which were used 'on *'AI(! or

POOR moves).' For examptp, it can by seen
from Figure 3-tnat: Bob overused the pattern
AIB+C in the protocol.

would get "&ou farther...") but usually'
would'not do so. If the list has more than
one element, -a' choice between tio issues
must 'be made. At present, an ordered
"issues list" s haintained which giVes the
relative iniplortanc'e of each issue. In a
more complex'domaih, the issues could have,
for example, a lattice structure 'where
certaI1n issues-are prerequisite to other
issues,

In addition to ihformation about what Once the Tutor has chosen an issue and
the student did, the Pattern Recognizer an example,* the Speaker asso tad with

*also maintains a .record of what the student the issue is invoked to provide fee back to
did not do! 'In partic,qar, for those moves the student. At present the Zpea ers are..
in which the student s move was riot pptimal very. ,simple. Each has three or four
the Pattern Recocnizer increments the possible phrases for each orthre/e four-our
MISSED/BEST fieldfor arl or the ' pattern*-- pants of an explanatory paragft,aph This

.. Which could have given an optimal move. - implementation hps the advaitag0 of being
This information points out potential' weak easy to build and providing a ?-easonable
areas by indicating those patterns that the variety of comments.. The main (imitation
student did not use when he should have. of such qimplicity is that a SpeaAr which
In general, information ,about. what -the is ,net aware of *the &5text in_WO.ch it
student could have done but didn't is very -must "talk" .(i.e. player positions, 'moves,
important as it, mast be used to avoid etc.) mu.t make very general commends (or /

icrticizing t.,e student about is/ues which, 'risk making 'inappropriate comments) and 11

were never to his, advantage to use. hence miss chances for bern,; particul'arly ,

incisive. 0, ,

The Tutor An Attie Evaluator
1*

.

The Tutor is responsible for deciding
. The success of the Tutor

what to say and when to, say it. Within the britically on the ability of t

"issue and examples" paradigm, the range of 'E4aluators to isolate the weaknesses
.

possible "whats" is determined by, the* student. As an ,e)cample of eh l. t
issues that are defined by, the autheIrs of operation performed by the,
the system. Exactly which issue and when Evaluators, we will describe the P
it should be mentioned are ,determined by Evaluator. The Patte n Evaluator c

the 'student's beha'vior and- a particular the student model (see Figure 3Y.to se
tutoring strategy. When the student makes the student is varying the form of

' a less than optiNal move, the Tutor
recognizes the event as an opportunity to
generatetadvice. The Tutor calls the issue

...Evaluators, (de'scrityed,in the next section)
td determine 'the issues on which .the
student is weak. The list of weak issues
constitutes the things the Tutor would like
to tell the student about, ' However, just
because a student 1is weak in something

depends
e Issue
Of the
pe of '

Issue,
atten.m-

ecks
if

his
move.' The important factor is how the
student"s behavior compares with t l'ie

.

Expert s. That is, hoW many times has the
student used a given pattern when'he ,could
have done batter with a different one. As
mentioned earlier, the Pattern Recognizer
classifilks each move as one of 16 patterns
depending on the operations and their or -der
of "operation. Thus if thy' student is

doesn't mean that this i the time to tell
.

s s ime o
; always forming A+B*C, that 'field of the

him about it. The student will only U2 pattern section. will have a large portion
interested if.b,yusing the issue he Could of 'the moves. (Notice, however, that
have done better. Hence the Tutor rases the constant use, of a single pattern does not
list of moves generated by ..the Expert, necesbarily indicate, that the student is

stfick. It may be the eagle that in thee
dparticular situation*, the student-made the
Oficst move. For this reason, t.t.e Evaluator

.

*The tutor also uses other strategies to

together .with the issue Recegniz.ers, to
determine if any Nt.f the better moves
involve an issue in which thy' /student 11
weak. The list of issoyes which result from
this process ocan be thought. 'of as the

. Tutor's hypotheses about why the student
didn't make a better moNe..ifor example/ if
the student has never used parentheses, and

limit its verbosity such as not hassling a
studgInt 21, anitissue he has 1)0-formed
satisfacliff.ily within the last three moves,

the best.'movd requires parentheses, one not hassling the 'Student two moves, in a
).t.ich hypothesis is 'that he docsn t use row, "not hassling a poor plAyer on a GOOD
'parentheses. If the list of "tutocable" as opposed to BEST move: This type of
issues is empty, ,the tutor has nothing tuning is critical tO a smoothly opdrating .

particular to say. It ,pan make a general, syste but is; at present, vary,ad hoc and
1 - comment,'anyway ("I think I .lee a move which ,willp of be mentioned further in this

4 nape('.nape('.
*The best such hypothesis is One which is

0 exhibited by all of the better moves. '

1



1

4 '

. -
LOoksatthe ,non- optimal subfields of 'each, Tutor was' offering a qt

.

rategy ich he
\..

pattern to determine how often the student didn,'.t-feel he should foLlow bec use it ,

. used a form when it was not' the opt.imall, would leave him "1/411v414)1e to attack', an

thing' 'to do.. ..The crite-rla the Pattern :-element of strategy not known to 'our
Evaluator usets. to determine if the ,student ',Current Ex'per't~. Eight out often subjects .

is btyck in,a pattern' is: "Has' the student foupd the -comments 'heipful in learning a
used this paltern pon-zoptim,a).tyimoe than better 'way to.Play the game and most '

75% Of tile: times that py, 4a1. not used 1t important; nine:Out' of ten felt that the

t
optimally." .

, ...., ,t $ Tutor manirested a .good und,rstanding of
,,,,. .-.1: ... Af. their weaknesses One'sutject,.commented"I

IV. DICUSSIQN 12 ' c :7' - :.,44' . misunderstood a rule; 'the computer picked.
,.

.' il.'* 4 b it up in the 2nd game." ,

faced uncertaintyrgirCe=t1A7A1
ntilng-.,thiOYsteri we

):s4041d.go Thpor We 're .quite encouraged.e.by these
g . .

.

.

a Student moldglrandhow.tOtertifdv the tutor resul4s. Not only.did the subjects. sense .

into
/

making insightful "'comments at the "intelligence" of .the'Tutor'in snowing
relevaint, and ,oily relevant, times. when to offer apprOpriate.suggestions but
Because of the la;k:df any comprehensive they seemed .td enjoy the Tutor's isupport.
theory for how to grow and use studeFt. We$ of course,' realize that this data -is
models or what constitutes useful tutorial highly-subjectire and are' looking forward
comments, our system wasdesigned So that to , conducting some more -contrqlled

, . . '.
it could be easily modified. 'That tray,'-'.'we experiments.. .

O.

could run subjects on thta, system; observe .

: the system S behavior and the students' Extensions. 's
, ,

reactions, modify the' system *here - ..
:.. . ,

* necessary \and 'e/ent4fally compare the While the pregeqt ...system. has Uorkel
system "s behavidr to that of human. tutors very well in experiments, there are several, .

(oUrselves). . , I extensions- /to the paradigm wor,th .

.
, . mentioning. One deals with t1;e problem of

. *We ,would like' to dike be .;.two .."changing thepoint'of view" of'the student .

11
techniques We found useful for aluating model. The- system' eva'1Uates a move baled
successive versions of the Wes system._ on'rits comparison to an Merb's. move in'
One',--6ethiod, whifip we used to determine tIr the same .situatin. This E*pert must use
adequacy of the miii4e1) was ,to see if a eoma-strategy to decide which move is best.
human tutor, using just the model Frli exampl is it' better to eget one
constructed by.the Modeller and a given, farther or to tie on '-a -town?' Whctever
studsnt's 'move, could deternissc the .stratety the Expert uses (i't currently uses
student's weakness. -When the r del the maximum delta ,strategy), it may not be
contained so little dr poorly structured the same stnatdigy employed by the student.
information, that a persori could not 'When'this is the case, the student's gobs
generate reasonable comments, ,Ile saw' no won't be evaluated. correetly ;using the
reason to believe a program should Expert's strategy as a ;talneard Iabthe-
neeessarily do so. The othCr-' method reason for tutoring the student i not

,--

involved our playing West .iunder a necessarily to teach 'him the. lExPert's
_ consistent but suboptimal strategy such as notion of a good strategy, but instead to

aIT.rTris using thespinners in the. am order help him become_aware of a wide range of
_arid never using parenbhese.. n. sucn issues, it might be benefidial to criticize
circumstances the tutor should co ment on the stud'e'nt within his own strategy, If we
those (and only those) issues-which we,were discover that the student is playing a
iurposefully-avoiding. cohertent but different strategy (either by

asking *hilt. crIly noticing patlerns in his-
Experimental Results .. . nodel*, the Modeller can re-synthe'size. the

14 4
.-

. model using the history list and an Expe'rt
Although' we have notv3)ct.etnducted any who Simulates the paeticular student

Major studies of how effectxve our tutoring strategy. When the Expert' correctly/
system is, we have run several informal 'guegses and-simulates the' actual strategy,

.4

txperiments. One of these consIS'Ked of the resulting model will
.

sharp14 indicate a
*ru_ning 1,8ttudent teachers in which each etter player. 'At this' point, if we
one used the system for at least/eic hour. verbalize this 'strategy to the-studentr we
Aftervards,"each was asked to complete a can male him.aware of it and tecqe willing'
questaonnaire,. With 12 complying. The to consider alternatives'. This provides
following'comments apply to this.samplC hiM with a goal' in addition to 'arithmetic

#

'
practice, 'i.e. he can experiment with

A ll but one subject received ariwice strategics.' .

from t.00 'Tutor. dsfhein comMents about the -.
1

. .

Tutor wire quite favornb -le. Nine subjects The types of'patterns in the model' "might'
stated that the Tutor's comments were -be a argc number of moves which are not
appropriate to what they were doing. oe ,opt'imal' in any know strategy together with
the two who disureed, one said that the geniral strengths _AA -other .areas; i.e.

o

,,,R,
when the student , is making less- than
Optimal moves which can't Ue 'explained by
the casues.

1 . -e .

1.0i .



. A Mira eenqral ]imitation stems ',frO
the issueset and .examples paradigm Lt4elf.
At issuesssues 'act like "demons!!

observing the students ' activities;
watching for situations-,in which they:an
point -"out something of in rest.. *This
technique is very &pod at takfing' advantage

e' of, the. "work ,that the student hasrdene to
poiht 'out "idteresting things. There is
another 'd.j.mension..-to .tutoring which this'
teehnipe dots not capture. That is
notion .of:dn'ecting the student activities

'yin a general- direclion in the hope of
/putting him in an in\terestin'g situation.'

". For dicsmplep 'if a. particular. .issue has
-nclAer .come up, we could bias the ,spinner
values to try 1.o make that issue arise.
While, our current system, doncentrates on

,,,bottom-up tutOring ...through' issues .it.,is
elearto us that a general system must also

]include toN down guidance.

on lusions

-The overall sense we had 'from building ,

and experimenting with this system is that
it is easy to talk, about student models and
yet .surprisIngly di.fficuit to actually ',
construct a., system that can eow an- '

inbightfl.41 Adel of the student-and then'
use this `Model in a sensitive way to :tutor
the student. . The. pedagogical value of
drawing tutorial exampLes from the
student .S work seer's beyond reproaen; yet
the intelligence the system must have to
successfully act "on! its own 'is
considerable. _ construeting-a tutol', which
cdnbtantly er3.42ici2es is relative

'straightforward._. 'he point ius.to make one
tbat' on'ly..interruolts when a skilledthuman ;

tutorwould and then unerites a suceTnet
4 remedial comment; .

,

j.
We fel that. out West system .a'rxt_.the

gennraZ tutoring paradigm of "IsiWes' and
-Example," provides the beginning .pf a

theory of how.thf's can be accoullshed: It

also provides.h,glimpsa .4 t'ne technical
problems wfiich ',must be 6,0teronted in
actually construdting. an operational system

.,,' that can -grow .and use' student models in'a
versatile way. a t
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